The nature of magnetic monopoles in an SO(3) 
I. INTRODUCTION The existence of magnetic monopoles has remained one of the most intriguing and elusive questions of particle physics. In the context of ordinary electrodynamics the monopole, as en- 
j =VXB =4wg6(-z) I y5'(x)5(y) -x5(x) 5'(y)] .
The Dirac charge-quantization condition, eg =n (integer or half-integer), ensures that only the pole of the bar magnet is observable quantum mechanically. The singular "string" of magnetic flux along the negative z axis is not observable because it gives rise only to a phase change of 4m, in a charged-particle wave function when it is encircled. This phase would produce an Aharanov-Bohm effect" were itnot for the charge-quantization condition which fixes the phase change to be an integer multiple of 2p. If The sum of the particle's mechanical angular momentum and the angular momentum in the electrornagnetic field, the total angular momentum, is given by J =mr xr+egx.
The kinetic energy of the particle is 
Here the prime denotes a derivative with respect to r. Utilizing the orthogonality of the projection tensors (5"r, -r, ) and r, r" it is a simple matter to compute the action and derive the field equations,
S" + -S' =, (S -1) + -S(S -l)(S -2) . (39 
For the neutral case where A vanishes, the mass is of the general form (n =e'/4v) (43) 
In summary, a specific partial wave is given by
The unitary matrix U(-P, -8, P) is not well defined along the negative z axis. This is reflected in the "string" singularity along the negative z axis in the function 8(r) [Eq. (66) ]. It is also reflected in the function 5)(r) which is not analytic along the negative z axis. However, the wave equation (56) is regular along the negative z axis and so are its solutions. There are compensating singularities in U(-P, -8, P) and K)(r). This lack of singularity is explicitly exhibited by writing Eq. (67) 
$+ñ ((, (81) so that the angular function '(j", (6, (jl) [Eqs. (58) and (75)] we can construct scattering solutions, solutions which at large distances from the origin consist of a plane wave plus an outgoing spherical wave. If the particle enters from z = -~, the z component of its total angular momentum is given by Z2' = T, ' = -(T r)' = -n. The appropriate angular eigenfunctions are P, , ""(r). We shall take n = eg to be positive to make the notation simple since the reflection n --n corresponds to a spatial inversion and just produces an overall phase change [cf. Eq. (A2)]. The factor in square brackets represents the charge eigenstate which is not altered in the peripheral, elastic scattering described by this wave function. The remaining factor is the physically significant wave function x j, (kr)e ""~d""~"(6). 
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Setting v= 1,0, 1 and using Eqs. (96) and (100) 
We now use Eqs. (101) to remove the first three terms in the n'/(2l+ 1) expansion of the exponential of the (104) where (i', e, C ) denote the Euler angles of the combined rotations (-Q, 8, P) and (n, P, y). In order to rotate the wave vector k2 into an arbitrary direction p2-k = k(2 cos8»+ 2 sin8» cosQ»+ g sin8, sing»), (105) we set (o, P, y) = (-$"-8», Q»), choosing n = -y so that the rotation continuously approaches the identity when the polar angle 8~v anishes. The Eulerian angles for the combined rotation may be read off from the explicit spin--, ' representation of the rotation group with the result that R(c&, p, y) = e' sei8 2e'"~3. (55) (115) we have y(-) -e -i(ef 13e-igf Jg&i elf J3 kj gnf x g (2I+ l)eieif/gj (k y)Q" f"f(3").
where the index l& satisfies an equation analogous to Eq. (114) with n, . replaced by nf In Eq. .(116), the phase factor e "9' ' has been chosen to ensure the proper asymptotic behavior, the plane wave plus an incoming spherical wave. Since the total angular momentum J is conserved, the chargeexchange scattering amplitude is now given by (116) A wave function asymptotically describing a plane wave traveling up the z axis plus an incoming spherical wave is easily constructed using the methods of the previous section. We transform this wave function by a rotation that sends z into kf to obtain the final-state wave function (t ( ' With -1 t f(kf, nf, k, . z, n, . ),h ", ", h ""= -e ' ( P (2l 1) e""' (/ 'f/ 3 d3"K(y)j,, (k, 3')j,, (kP').
(117)
The angular integral in Eq. (117) can be evaluated with the aid of the two operators X, = T'J -(3~T) +iT x r J.
They are raising (X.) and lowering (X ) operators for the charge j~T smce (121) Therefore, with the spinor factors )l", of unit norm, and with the &(" normalization given in Eqs. (81) and (82), we conclude that, with an appropriate choice of phase, ([l(l + 1) -n;(n; -1)] 'i' [t(t+ 1) -n;(n, -1) ] 't'5" + [l(l + 1) -n;(n;+ 1)] 'i' [t(t+ 1) -n, (n, + 1)]' 25"""}.
(122)
The charge-exchange scattering amplitude thus has the form f(k&, nf, k,P, n, ),""", ", , """= -e ""f p (2l+1)e"" '( ' ')' " d&K(z)j, ,(kp)j, , (kp)
The factor in curly brackets indicates the singlecharge-exchange behavior of this approximate amplitude. As explained in Sec. III, the function K(x) behaves essentially as Ae "&h" with the constant A being, in general, of order 1. The use of this approximation is clearly sensible for k«m, ", and, moreover, in this limit only the lowest (allowed) l term need be retained in the sum. The overlap integral in Eq. (123) V'+k'-, F{r,g)=0.
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On the other hand, since the functions d"'"" (8) 4(n+ I;2n+ 1;g) =2 -4(n;2n; g), d (A16) where24 (n; 2n; -2') = e '"(2x)' "j", (x). (A9) x -x' "j", (x) =-x' "j"(x), 
where F (a, b; 
